
- 18V battery-powered drill / screwdriver / hammer, with a large 
tightening torque of 80Nm and a powerful BRUSHLESS, brushless 
motor.

- Automatic metal drill chuck with 13mm safety lock.
- Clutch with 20 settings + 3 adjustment functions for tightening limit 

control. Torque limiter clutch, designed to release the gears in the 
event that the bit gets stuck, thus protecting the tool and the operator.

- 2 mechanical speeds for better torque.
Speed/Setting 1: Maximum torque up to 500 rpm for screwdriving, 

metal drilling, and hardwood drilling with large diameter bits
Speed / Configuration 2: minimum tightening torque and maximum 

speed up to 2000 rpm for drilling materials and soft woods, with small 
diameter drill bits, and for hammer drilling construction materials.

- Powerful brushless motor that increases efficiency, significantly 
reducing heating and considerably increasing motor life and battery 
life.

- STAYER Li-ion HGH-TECH battery, L20 with protection against 
overcharging, battery discharge, overheating, short circuit. Charging 
indicator LED.

- Convenient holding clip to hang the tool on your belt between jobs.
- Light indicator with LED in work area.
- Greater power                               - Lower weight
- Longer duration                            - Less breakdown
- Greater autonomy

ADVANTAGES

BRUSHLESS
MOTOR

Metal keyless
chuck 13mm

LED guide light

20 tightening settings
3 functions

100% metal planetary
gearbox

Auxiliary handle

Ergonomic
 handle

Reversible

Variable
speed
switch

Thightening
high torque

2 mechanical
speeds

CORDLESS DRILL /
SCREWDRIVER /
POWER DRILL 

PBL 80 P - L20
BRUSHLESS
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Lithium battery voltage
 No load Speed
Percussion
Chuck capacity
Wood drilling capacity
Steel drilling capacity
Perfect capacity masonry
Torque
Tightening torque regulation
Weight

18
0-500 / 0-2000

0-7500 / 0-30000
1.5  / 13
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Ø 16
Ø 14
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20 + 3
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-Auxiliary Handle.

Belt Clip  
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PBL 80 P L2022
PBL 80 P L2024
PBL 80 P L2025
 

2 x 2.0 Ah
2 x 4.0 Ah
2 x 5.0 Ah

1.3263
PBL 80 P L20 1.2903

1.3265
1.3264

Cod.
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L20 SERIES


